
The Triangle Building

Wolverton, Milton Keynes



Information on the Triangle building

• This Triangular shaped building was built in 1845 as a 

railway engine workshop. In this building, the trains were 

designed, built and maintained. 

• It has recently been restored and now has built within its 

walls a mixture of homes and commercial units.



The Triangle

Externally, we removed the vegetation then applied a herbicide into the voids to 
reduce further generation of vegetation, rebuilt various sections of the elevations 
using reclaimed and new bricks to match colour and specifications, this required 
replacing over twenty  thousand bricks, the structure required underpinning, 
brick stitching and re-pointing in order for the building to be structurally sound.

Internally, we removed the paint and rust from the steels prior to being coated 
with a zinc coating supplied by Zinga UK. Areas of brick work had many layers 
of paint as well as graffiti removed, the bricks were then cleaned and restored to 
give them their original appearance.

We also dismantled a gable so the metal arch could be removed. We then 
reconstructed the gable using the existing bricks, louvered vent and the original 
coping stones to externally match the adjoining gable whilst reducing the width 
of the wall and weight by fifty percent thus allowing a residential property to be 
built below.

In the following slides you will see how the Triangle looked both externally and 
internally prior to work commencing and after the restorations.



The gable had to be dismantled and rebuilt using the existing 

bricks and coping stones reducing the width and weight by 50% 



The Triangle Steels prior to 

work commencing



The cast steels have been grit blasted and cold 

galvanised at this stage.



Reconditioning of the original cast iron windows.



Part of the completed Triangle Building



View to the main entrance 

into the triangle building

View showing the first floor 

commercial area, restored 

steels and new roof has been 

coated with Thermogaurd fire 

varnish



A picture of a carriage that was built in the Triangle 

building, Wolverton


